Introduction
In this paper we have developed models for the distribution of fragments that are ejected at a given velocity for both impact and explosion cratering. The results from these models have application to the physics of planetary accretion and the origin of meteorites.
Upon accretion of a planet via the process of planetesimal impact on the surface, most (80 to 80% depending on velocity) of the energy of the infalling planetesimal is transferred into thermal energy of a shocked planetary material (O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977x] . Virtually all of the planetary target material which is taken up in the resulting cratering motion receives this internal energy and a large fraction of this material eventually moves upward producing ejects. Although all of the ejecta by definition is set into upward motion, depending on the size of the resulting crater and planetary gravity, only a portion of the material is projected outside the transient crater cavity. The amount of thermal energy deposited in the ejecta which is retained by the planet will depend on; 1) how quickly the ejecta becomes buried, 2) how much energy is lost to space via radiation, and 3) whether or not a coaccreting atmosphere [Lange and Ahrens, 1982] absorbs the thermal energy of ejecta by conduction and then reradiates it (Safronov, 1972; Kaula, 1979) . For a given impact aecretional history, the above processes depend explicitly on size and velocity of the impacting bodies and the resulting mass of ejecta launched at various velocities as well as the size distributions of the particles that are ejected. r r r .aThe degree to which the 20 to 30% of the energy of the impact which resides in the kinetic energy of the impact ejects (O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977a] can be coupled into the coaccreting atmosphere (Lange and Ahrens, 1982] or coupled as thermal energy in the planetary rego►ith depends on the size and velocity distribution of the ejects. In addition, the depth and range of surface layer stirring resulting from the impact curtains of secondary ejecta (Oberbeek, 1975] is also a function of the size and velocity distribution of ejecta.
The understanding of the origin of several meteorite types which may be impact derived fragments from other planetary surfaces depends upon the understanding of impact mechanics and explicitly the relationship between fragment size and velocity of ejection.
A recent discovery of a meteorite, ALHA (81005), in the Antarctic (Ostertag and Ryder, 1983; Treiman and Drake, 1983, and Warren et al., 1983 ] has physi^al and chemical characteristics which imply lunar origin. The issues associated with this discovery are the consistency of this find with the orbital and capture mechanics and with the cratering mechanics.
The origin of the SNC (shergottites, nakhlites, and chassignites) class of meteorites is more difficult to understand. The physical characteristics imply a Martian origin which would require an ejection velocity greater than 5 km/s to be accreted by the earth (Nakamura at al., 1977; McSween et al., 1979; Nyquist, 1982; Wasson and Wetherill, 1979; Bogard and Johnson, 1983] . This high ejection velocity along with requirements that the ejecta size be large We discuss below the: 1) experimental data base for the distribution fragments in the ejecta blankets of impact, explosion, and nuclear craters, 2) the hydrodynamic calculations of the impact induced flow fields and the amount of mass ejected at a given velocity, and 3) the details of the fragmentation theory.
Experimental data
The distribution of fragments from both natural and laboratory impacts and nuclear and chemical explosions have been measured by a number of researchers and have been summarized by Hartmann (1969] , Seebaugh (1975] , and Schoutens (1979] . Hartmann (1969] showed that these distributions could be fit by a power law function:
where M', is the cumulative mass having individual fragments not exceeding a mass m, or a diameter A, and MT is the total mass of ejecta. Here, mb and Ab is the maximum mass and maximum mean diameter of the ejecta fragments. Equation (1) The power law distributions have both lower and upper limits of fragment size. Gault et al. [1963] determined these limits from a number of laboratory and field experiments. Shoemaker [1962] employed telescopic measurements of the distribution of secondary crater sizes from the lunar crater, Copernicus, to determine the relation between velocity and ejecta size. Gault et al. [1963] developed a relationship between the largest fragment in the ejecta blanket and the crater size. This is shown in Fig. 2 and a dt to the data in the large impact regime is given by:
Implicitly, Eq. 4 implies that as larger cn.ters are excavated on a planetary surface, larger and that more coherent rocks are exhumed. Hence, the size of the largest ejecta fragment increases with crater size. The lower limit on fragment size which satisfies a power law fit, has not been described in detail. However, the impact experiments of Gault et al. [ 1963] provide some insight.
Referring to Fig. 1 , the amount of mass in fragments less than 10 -3 -11-cm decreases rapidly with decreasing particle site. This could be the result of a decrease in the number of activated flaws that have spacings of less than 10 -3 em in the rock. Another mechanism which may possibly explain the deficit of smaller particles is the coagulation of fine particles prior to sampling. The deficit of tine particles, relative to a power law fit is not unique to either impact ejects, or eject& from contained explosions (e.g. Piledriver). Similar deficits in the cumulate mass of particles less than 10 -1 to 10-3 cm diameter have been observed in the ejects from several high explosive tests carried out on the surfaces of various geologic tercanes (Schoutens, 1979] .
Impact glow field calculations O'Keefe and Ahrens (1983, 1982, 1977b] have calculated using two dimensional elastic-plastic hydrodynamic code calculations.
the cumulative relative mass of ejects, at a given velocity or lower.
versus, velocity (Fig. 3) for the case of silicate and ice projectiles impacting a silicate halfspace at 5 to 45 km/sec for projectiles with densities ranging from 0.01 to 2.9 g/ cm 3. Between ejection velocities of V = 10 -3 to 2 km/sec, all of these calculations are closely described by an expression of the form:
for V., < V r V.. where ( = 1.38 t 0.02 and Vm is minimum V", is the maximum velocity ejection velocity. The physical interpretation of V., is that it is the minimum ejection velocity for the crater, and it should be consistent with the total n.ass ejected (5) .12-from the crater, MT. The value of ( = 1.38 obtained for impact into silicates is close to the 1.22 t 0.02 value obtained by Housen et al. , ; 983) for impacts in quartz sand.
Again, we can write a complementary relation instead of (5) as:
where At,, is the cumulative mass having velocity greater than V. A similar relation based on dimensional analysis was recently derived by Housen et al. (1983) . In order to non-dimensionalize the velocity, V. Housen et al. divided V by VS -M where D is crater diameter, and g is planetary gravity. We have alternatively assumed for the size of craters of interest gravity scaling is appropriate. We assume that:
Vnvm :
where d, t is the depth of the crater and Vw" is then just the minimum velocity required to lift ejecta to the rim of the crater.
We estimate d,.an by assuming:
ii a where p is the density of the silicate planet and the factor. 
8^V = ^T Y (10)
The key assumption in the theory is that functional form of distribution of fragments ejected at a given velocity has the same form as the distribution function of the fragments in the ejects blanket. With this assumption the cumulative amount of mass of fragments of mass greater than m is given by
where mb , is mass )f the largest fragment ejected at a given velocity v, and P, is an unknown parameter to be determined.
In addition, we Assume that the mass of the largest fragment ejected at a given velocity is a function of the velocity of ejection and is given by
where 6 is an unknown parameter to be determined. Now substituting equations (10), (11), and (12) into Eq. 9 and evaluating the integral we have°=
In terms of mean frag*++=a; diameter
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The above expression has been compared to experimental cumulative fragment mass versus relative diameter data and the simple power law fits to that data. The difference between these are only small when 6 = + 2-L (15) a and when the parameter P > 2. The result of varying P is shown in figure 5 , where we compare the results to the data of Gault et al. [1963] and Fujiwara et al. [1977] .
Finally, we can also evaluate 6 using Eq. 15. Allowing ( to vary from 1 . 34 to 1.38 and a to vary from 0.53 to 0.42 we obtain values of6inthe range + 9.9 to + 7.6.
Applications and Conclusions
The meaning of the value of # appropriate for the constant in Eq. 12 is illustrated by the plot of Using the values of 6 = +7.6 to +9.9 in Eq. 12 yields values of the launch velocity of the ejecta which is --200 to 500 times V,,,;,,.
Plausible values V",y" are 10 -9 to 10 -1 km/sec. Hence, all of the ejecta is initially launched to speeds of at least 1 km/sec and although ballistical:y it cannot be carried far in the atmosphere it carried along with the air splash from such an impact (e.g. O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1982) , and will reach the upper atmosphere. It should also be noted that the depth of a plausible crater from such an event on the order of 0.1 to 10 km for the diameter range 2 to 200 km, and thus can approach the atmosphere scale height (7 km).
Hence, we infer that virtually all of the fines will be launched to the upper atmosphere.
We have used Eqs. When we include the effect of melting and vaporization at high ejection velocities this imposes a severe constraint on the fragment size produced as a result of all impacts except those occurring very obliquely (e.g. <10°) L 'Melosh, 1983; Singer, 1983; O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977b) . Referring to figure 4, we see that for ejection velocities greater than = 2 km/s, the average internal energy of the ejecta is greater than the incipient melt energy. The implication of these results are that for planets having escape velocities greater than the moon, the ejecta from all impacts, except possibly highly oblique impacts, will be melted. The solid and melt/vapor regimes are indicated in figure 7. In the case of impact ejection from Mars, consideration of the enhanced ejection of material from very oblique impacts or possibly from volatile--18 bearing media [Wasson and Wetherill, 1979 (Gault et al., 1963] , particle size distributions from (10 kton) contained underground explosion, Piledriver (Seebaugh, 1975] , and various surface and nuclear and chemical explosions (Schoutens, 1979] . Explosive yield in 103 tons of TNT indicated in parenthesis. Fig. 2 . Mass of the largest fragment versus total ejected mass for explosive and impact cratering events (after Gault et al., 1963) . (NO) S3dVOS3 HOIHM 3ZIS 3 lJ118Vd V103r3 NnNixvN
